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When two cues are presented in compound and fol-
lowed by a biologically significant outcome, competi-
tion between the cues for behavioral control is often ob-
served. The simplest example of cue competition is the 
overshadowing effect: When two initially neutral cues are
reinforced in compound, responding to either of the cues
alone is often weaker than if they were separately trained.
Theoretical explanations of cue competition phenomena 
like overshadowing have become one of the essential 
components of any viable model of learning; accord-
ingly, many accounts of overshadowing have been pro-
pposed (e.g., Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Mackintosh, 1975; 
Miller & Matzel, 1988; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rescorla & 
Wagner, 1972; Stout & Miller, 2007; Van Hamme & Was-
serman, 1994; Wagner, 1981). Despite differences in ac-
counts of exactly how overshadowing occurs, these theo-
ries uniformly predict the overshadowing effect. However,
there is divergence in the predictions about what happens 
when the overshadowing stimulus is presented without 
reinforcement after training has occurred (i.e., posttrain-
ing extinction). There are three possible behavioral results 
of posttraining extinction. First, behavioral control by the 
target stimulus could increase as a result of extinguish-
ing the overshadowing stimulus (e.g., Dickinson & Burke,
1996; Miller & Matzel, 1988; Stout & Miller, 2007; Van
Hamme & Wasserman, 1994; i.e., retrospective revalua-
tion). Second, behavioral control could decrease as a result 
of posttraining extinction of the overshadowing stimulus 
(e.g., Holland, 1990; i.e., mediated extinction). Third, ex-
tinction of the overshadowing stimulus could result in no 

g g ( g ,change in behavioral control of the target stimulus (e.g., 

Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rescorla & Wag-
ner, 1972; Wagner, 1981).

Given these divergent predictions, there is a problem, in
that none of the aforementioned theories account for the di-

nvergent data: All of these consequences of extinguishing an
overshadowing cue have been reported. None of the afore-

—mentioned theories anticipates which variables—if any—
should influence the consequences of posttraining extinc-
tion of the more salient cue, perhaps because each of these 

 theories only anticipates one of these outcomes. Previous
research informs us that there are probably numerous vari-
ables that determine whether posttraining extinction will 
result in retrospective revaluation or mediated extinction. 
The main objective in the present series of experiments
was to isolate one variable that determines these opposite
outcomes. One example that sheds light on this puzzle is
provided by Shevill and Hall (2004), who examined this 
issue and observed both retrospective revaluation and me-

d diated extinction in different experiments. A trend toward
mediated extinction was seen after extinction of the more

dsalient cue when they trained subjects with a compound 
of two cues simultaneously, and retrospective revaluation
was seen when they used a compound in which the cues
were presented serially. Thus, the nature of cue presenta-
tion may determine the outcome of posttraining extinction.

t Additionally, Liljeholm and Balleine (2006) suggested that
stimulus salience may influence whether or not retrospec-
tive revaluation will be observed, but their work did not 
address factors that produce mediated extinction.

r We undertook a detailed literature review and, after
g p p pmaking cross-experiment and cross-publication compari-
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was presented by itself during the first half of each CS
interval and then in compound with the target stimulus 
during the last half. Although a significant overshadowing 
effect was reported in both experiments, stronger recovery
from overshadowing (i.e., retrospective revaluation) was 
observed with the modified serial preparation (Matzel 
et al., 1987), which would be expected to have created a
weaker within-compound association than would the si-
multaneous preparation.

Taken together, these experiments appear to indicate 
a nonmonotonic relationship between the strength of the
within-compound association and cue competition (and/
or retrospective revaluation). When there is a moderate
within-compound association, there appears to be strong 
cue competition (i.e., overshadowing) and a propensity
for retrospective revaluation achieved through extinction
of the within-compound association. In contrast, with a
very strong within-compound association, no cue compe-
tition or even potentiation is observed, and extinction of 
the within-compound association results in mediated ex-
tinction. Of note, some researchers have found no effect of 
this posttraining manipulation, perhaps because of there
being a moderate but not very strong within-compound 
association (e.g., Holland, 1999).

The primary objective of the present research was to 
investigate within-compound associations as a factor that
might influence whether posttraining extinction of the
companion stimulus after compound conditioning results
in retrospective revaluation or mediated extinction. Thus,
we sought to demonstrate retrospective revaluation and 
mediated extinction in one experiment by manipulating 
the within-compound association. In order to illuminate
factors that yield retrospective revaluation or mediated ex-
tinction, in the present experiments, we build on the work 
by Urushihara, Stout, and Miller (2004) and Urushihara 
and Miller (2007), who examined the CS duration effect
and used theoretical predictions made by the extended 
comparator hypothesis (ECH; Denniston, Savastano, &
Miller, 2001). Urushihara and his colleagues observed 
the CS duration effect with elemental cues (i.e., stronger 
stimulus control by shorter cues) and a reversal of the
CS duration effect with compounded cues. Similar to the 
above-mentioned study by Westbrook et al. (1983), less of 
a CS duration effect was observed in the compound condi-
tion than in the elemental condition, and less of an over-
shadowing effect was observed with long cues (25 sec)
than with short cues (5 sec). This counterintuitive interac-
tion of overshadowing and the CS duration effect led us 
to the main objective of these experiments: After obtain-
ing overshadowing with short cues and no overshadowing
with long cues, what will be the effect of extinguishing the 
overshadowing cue? Perhaps the strength of the within-
compound association between the overshadowing and 
the target cue determines the consequences of posttraining 
extinction. Cues of a short duration should presumably 
have a weaker within-compound association than would 
longer cues, because the longer two cues are presented 
simultaneously, the stronger the association between them
will be (Rescorla, 1981). This differing degree of within-
compound association may reveal different patterns of re-

sons, concluded that a very strong association between a
target conditioned stimulus (CS) and its companion stim-
ulus can result in attenuated cue competition and, conse-
quently, weakened retrospective revaluation (e.g., Wheeler 
& Miller, 2008) or even mediated extinction (e.g., Hol-
land, 1990) when the companion stimulus is extinguished. 
For example, Westbrook, Homewood, Horn, and Clarke
(1983), using rats in a conditioned flavor aversion prepa-
ration, found that salient tastes overshadow weak odors 
with short-duration CSs, but potentiate odors with long 
CS durations. That is, when an odor was accompanied 
by a taste during conditioning, there was a lower intake
of liquid in the presence of the odor relative to a group 
that received odor accompanied by tasteless water during 
training. This phenomenon is commonly called potentia-
tion (Clarke, Westbrook, & Irwin, 1979). Moreover, post-
training extinction of the salient taste after training with
long-duration stimuli decreased responding to the odor. 
In other words, they observed mediated extinction with
long-duration cues. Another instance of mediated extinc-
tion within a taste aversion preparation was reported by 
Schachtman, Kasprow, Meyer, Bourne, and Hart (1992). 
They administered two flavors followed by an LiCl in-
jection and observed overshadowing. When the two fla-
vors were presented serially, subsequent extinction of the 
overshadowing flavor had no effect on consumption of the
overshadowed flavor. But when the two flavors were pre-
sented simultaneously—presumably resulting in a stron-
ger within-compound association—subsequent extinction
of the overshadowing flavor decreased consumption of the
overshadowed flavor (i.e., mediated extinction).

Another example suggestive of the effect of the within-
compound association was reported by Shevill and Hall 
(2004). They used a conditioned barpress suppression
preparation and found increased responding to the target
cue as a result of extinguishing the overshadowing cue
(i.e., retrospective revaluation) when the target and com-
panion cues had been presented serially during training.
However, decreased responding to the target cue occurred 
after extinguishing the overshadowing cue (i.e., medi-
ated extinction) when the two cues had been presented 
simultaneously during training. Presumably, simultane-
ous presentations of the CSs results in a stronger within-
compound association than do serial presentations, be-
cause simultaneity provides superior contiguity (Rescorla, 
1981). One could speculate that the moderate strength of 
the within-compound association between the cues cre-
ated by the serial pairings (as opposed to the simultaneous 
pairings) was responsible for the occurrence of retrospec-
tive revaluation. Unfortunately, the lack of control groups 
for overshadowing precludes any conclusion about their 
observation of overshadowing. Additional evidence con-
sistent with this speculation comes from Matzel, Schacht-
man, and Miller (1985) and Matzel, Schuster, and Miller 
(1987), who observed recovery from overshadowing as a
result of extinguishing the overshadowing stimulus. The
two series of experiments used identical parameters with 
the exception that Matzel et al. (1985) used fully simulta-
neous CSs, whereas Matzel et al. (1987) used a modified 
serial preparation in which the overshadowing stimulus 
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Method
Subjects

The subjects were 36 female (170–210 g) and 36 male (220–
320 g) Sprague Dawley, experimentally naive, young adult rats (N((
72) bred in our colony. The subjects were individually housed and 
maintained on a 16:8-h light:dark cycle, with experimental sessions
occurring roughly midway through the light portion. All subjects
were handled for 30 sec three times per week from weaning until
the initiation of the study. Subjects had free access to food in the 
home cage. One week prior to initiation of the experiment, water 
availability was progressively reduced to 30 min per day, provided 
shortly after any scheduled treatment.

Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of six identical copies of each of two dif-ff

ferent types of experimental chambers. Chamber Rectangular (R)
was a clear Plexiglas rectilinear chamber, measuring 23.0  8.5
12.5 cm (length width  height). The floor was constructed of 
0.48-cm-diameter stainless steel rods, spaced 1.5 cm apart center-
to-center. The rods were connected by NE-2 neon bulbs that allowed 
a constant-current footshock to be delivered by means of a high-
voltage AC circuit in series with a 1.0-M resistor. Each copy of 
Chamber R was housed in a separate light- and sound-attenuating
environmental isolation chest, which was dimly illuminated by a
2-W incandescent bulb. The houselight was mounted on the ceiling
of the environmental chest, approximately 30 cm from the center of 
the experimental chamber.

Chamber V-shaped (V) was a 25.5-cm-long box in a vertical 
truncated-V shape (28 cm high, 21 cm wide at the top, 5.25 cm wide
at the bottom). The floor and long sides were constructed of stainless
steel sheets, the short sides were constructed from black Plexiglas,
and the ceiling was constructed of clear Plexiglas. The floor of each 
chamber consisted of two parallel metal plates, each 2.0 cm wide,
with a 1.25-cm gap between them. Each V-shaped chamber was
housed in its own environmental isolation chest, which was dimly
illuminated by a 7-W incandescent houselight mounted on an in-
side wall of the environmental chest, approximately 30 cm from the
center of the experimental chamber. The light entering the animal
chamber was primarily reflected from the white roof of the environ-
mental chest. The light intensities in the two types of chambers were
approximately equal because of the differences in opaqueness of the
walls in Chambers R and V.

Each chamber (R and V) could be equipped with a water-filled 
lick tube, which extended 1 cm from the rear of a cylindrical niche, 
4.5 cm in diameter, left–right centered in one short wall, with its axis 
perpendicular to the wall and positioned with its center 4 cm above
the floor of Chamber R and 4.5 cm above the floor in Chamber V.
Each niche had a horizontal infrared photobeam traversing it paral-
lel to the wall on which the niche was mounted, 1 cm in front of the
lick tube. In order to drink from the tube, the subjects had to insert
their heads into the niche, thereby breaking the infrared photobeam.
Thus, we could record when the subjects had their heads in the niche
with the water tube. Ordinarily, they did this only when they were
drinking. Disruption of ongoing drinking by a test stimulus served 
as our dependent variable.

Each chamber (R and V) was also equipped with three 45-
speakers on the inside walls of the isolation chests that could deliver 
a complex tone (650 and 700 Hz) 10 dB (C-scale) above background 
(74 dB, produced mainly by a ventilation fan), a click train (10 Hz)
6 dB (C) above background, or a white noise stimulus 8 dB (C)
above background. The clicks served as the target (X), and the tone
served as the overshadowing cue (A). The white noise was used only
in Experiments 3 and 4. A 1.0-mA, 0.5-sec footshock, which served 
as the unconditioned stimulus (US), could be delivered through the 
chamber floors.

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups (ns

12), counterbalanced for sex, on the basis of the duration of the CS

sponding after posttraining extinction. The second objec-
tive of the present series of experiments was to replicate
Urushihara and colleagues’ findings and to extend them 
to a compound five times longer (125 sec). Although in
these experiments we use predictions made by the ECH,
which has a mechanism that anticipates both retrospective
revaluation and mediated extinction, a detailed descrip-
tion of the ECH and its predictions has been deferred to
the General Discussion section, so that we may begin by 
focusing on the empirical problem at hand.

EXPERIRR MENT 1

In Pavlovian situations, short cues ordinarily acquire
greater behavioral control relative to cues of long duration. 
This phenomenon has been called the CS duration effect
(Schneiderman & Gormezano, 1964). This observation 
was the basis for our manipulation of the strength of the
within-compound association. As previously mentioned, 
longer compound cues necessarily increase co-occurrence 
of the elements of the compound, and this presumably in-
creases the strength of the within-compound association
between the elements. According to this analysis, short 
compound cues should not have such a strong within-
compound association. In preparation for subsequent ex-
periments, and to assess and extend the generality of the 
findings of Urushihara et al. (2004), in Experiment 1 we 
trained subjects with either a click alone (Condition El-
emental [Elem]) or a click plus a more salient tone (Con-
dition Overshadowing [OV]), stimuli that were 5, 25, or 
125 sec. With short CSs (i.e., 5 sec), we expected to ob-
serve the basic overshadowing effect. With 25-sec cues, 
we expected to see a reversal of the overshadowing defi-
cit typically seen with 5-sec cues. This would replicate 
the findings of Urushihara et al. The immediate question
was whether such an interaction between CS duration and 
overshadowing treatment would also be seen with cues
five times longer (i.e., 125 sec). Therefore, the present ex-
periment had six groups, because training was conducted 
either elementally or in compound in each of the three 
CS duration conditions. The design of Experiment 1 is 
shown in Table 1. The relevant predictions are based on
the ECH and explained in detail in the General Discus-
sion section.

TableTT 1
Design Summary of Experiment 1

Group Conditioning Test Pred ECH

Elem 5 X US X CR
Elem 25 X US X Cr
Elem 125 X US X cr
OV 5 AX US X cr
OV 25 AX US X Cr
OV 125 AX US X CR

Note—Elem, elemental acquisition control; OV, overshadowing treat-
ment; 5, 25, and 125, 5-, 25-, and 125-sec conditioned stimulus duration;
A, overshadowing stimulus (tone); X, target cue (clicks); US, uncon-
ditioned stimulus (footshock). Pred ECH, predictions of the extended 
comparator hypothesis (Denniston et al., 2001); CR, strong stimulus
control; Cr, intermediate stimulus control; cr, weak stimulus control. 
There were eight trials of each type.
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was observed in Group Elem 5 than in Group OV 5, dem-
onstrating basic overshadowing with 5-sec cues. However,
suppression was weaker in Group Elem 25 than in Group
OV 25, indicating a reversal from the 5-sec condition.
This latter relationship was also observed in the 125-sec 
condition with greater suppression in Group OV 125 than
in Group Elem 125. Overall, these results show that, as 
subjects in the elemental groups were exposed to longer 
CS durations, suppression diminished (i.e., a CS duration
effect), but the reverse was seen in the OV groups (i.e., a 
counteraction of long CS duration by overshadowing treat-
ment). The present results replicate those of Urushihara
et al. (2004) and extend their generality to compounds of 
125 sec.

These observations are supported by the following analy-
ses. The transformed data were initially analyzed by means 
of a two-way ANOVA with type of training (Elem vs. OV)
and CS duration (5 vs. 25 vs. 125 sec) as factors. A 2  3
ANOVA conducted on pre-CS log-transformed latencies
did not yield any main effects or interactions (all ps .29).
This result indicates that there were no appreciable group 
differences in fear evoked by the test context. A similar 
ANOVA was conducted on the log-transformed latencies to 
resume drinking in the presence of the target CS. This anal-
ysis revealed a main effect of type of training [F(1,66)FF
15.47, MSeSS .11] and an interaction between the two fac-
tors [F(2,66)FF 19.51, MSeSS  .11, Cohen’s f 0.72].

Planned comparisons using the overall error term of 
the latter ANOVA were conducted to assess the source of 
this interaction. A comparison between Groups Elem 5
and OV 5 revealed less suppression to the target CS when 

(5, 25, or 125 sec) and of whether they received training with one cue
(elemental [Elem]) or two cues (overshadowing [OV]) (see Table 1).
Phase 1 was conducted in one (training) context (V or R), and all
other treatments were conducted in the remaining (test) context in
a counterbalanced manner within groups. This was done to mini-
mize groupwise differential fear of the test context summating with
fear of the CS at test. One might suspect that this change of context
would result in AAB renewal, which is the observation of recovered 
conditioned responding to a stimulus that has been trained and extin-
guished in one context (A) and then tested in a different context (B).
However, we know from previous research in our laboratory that 
AAB renewal is very weak and sometimes nonexistent (Laborda, 
Witnauer, & Miller, 2008).

Acclimation. On Day 1, preexposure to the test context was con-
ducted. The subjects were exposed to the experimental chamber for 
a 45-min session. The water-filled lick tubes were available during
this session.

Conditioning. Prior to this phase, the lick tubes were removed 
from the training context. On Days 2 and 3, during daily 20-min
sessions, the subjects in Condition Elem received four X–US trials
on each day, which were terminated 4, 8, 12, and 18 min into each
session. The subjects in Condition OV experienced four AX–US 
trials in each session, occurring at the same times as the elemental
events. CSs A and X were always presented simultaneously. Cue du-
ration was 5, 25, or 125 sec, depending on the CS duration condition.
The footshock occurred during the last 0.5 sec of the cues. Notably,
there were only eight training trials. This low number was selected 
because overshadowing is known to wane with larger numbers of 
trials (Stout, Arcediano, Escobar, & Miller, 2003) and because prior 
research indicated that it was insufficient for the development of 
inhibition of delay, which often emerges with long CSs, given suf-ff
ficient training (Rosas & Alonso, 1996).

Reacclimation. On Days 4 and 5, the lick tubes were reinserted,
and the subjects were allowed to drink during daily 45-min sessions
in the test context. This treatment was intended to restabilize base-
line levels of drinking. These sessions did not include any nominal
stimulus presentations. Subjects taking more than 60 sec to com-
plete the first cumulative 5 sec of drinking on Day 4 received an
extra 30-min session on the same day.

TestTT . On Day 6, with the lick tubes present in the test context,
all of the subjects were tested for suppression to CS X. This was 
accomplished by presenting X immediately upon completion of the
first cumulative 5 sec of licking (as measured by the total amount of 
time the infrared photobeam was disrupted). Thus, all of the subjects
were drinking at the time of CS onset. Time to complete this initial
cumulative 5 sec of licking (pre-CS scores) and time to complete
an additional 5 sec after the onset of the test CS (CS score) were re-
corded. Test sessions were 16 min in duration, with a ceiling score of 
15 min being imposed on the time to complete 5 cumulative seconds 
of drinking in the presence of the test CS.

Data Analysis
In all of the experiments reported here, suppression data were

transformed to log (base 10) scores to better approximate a normal 
distribution of scores within groups, thereby facilitating the use of 
parametric statistics. An alpha level of .05 (two-tailed) was adopted 
for all statistical tests. We report effect sizes calculated using the
algorithm provided by Myers and Well (2003, p. 210). Following 
the convention of our laboratory, subjects that took more than 60 sec
to complete their first cumulative 5 sec of licking (i.e., prior to CS 
onset), thereby exhibiting an unusual reluctance to drink in the test
context, were eliminated from all analyses. No rat met this criterion 
in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 illustrates the mean suppression to the target
that was observed in Experiment 1. Greater suppression 
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One might speculate that the present CS duration ef-ff
fect observed with elemental training reflects inhibition of 
delay (Pavlov, 1927) rather than competition between the
target and the context. However, this possibility is refuted 
by the absence of a CS duration effect with compound 
training, given that the effects of inhibition of delay might
also be expected to occur after this form of training.

EXPERIRR MENT 2

Experiment 1 suggests that the result of training two 
cues in a compound depends on the duration of those cues. 
Short cues result in overshadowing, and long cues result in 
no cue competition. Experiment 2 was designed to assess 
whether this factor is relevant to the discrepancy in the
literature wherein posttraining extinction after overshad-
owing training sometimes results in mediated extinction, 
retrospective revaluation, or no change.

In this experiment, we omitted the elemental control 
groups in order to focus on what happens during post-
training extinction after overshadowing training. The
25-sec CS duration was also omitted in order to focus 
on the extremes of our CS durations and to better cap-
ture a possible determinant of these opposite outcomes
of posttraining extinction. Our control groups here re-
ceived overshadowing treatment with 5- or 125-sec CSs
but no posttraining extinction. This allowed us to as-
certain whether overshadowing occurred when the CS 
duration was short and whether cue competition did not 
develop when overshadowing treatment was conducted 
with long CSs. For each CS duration, we included a group 
for which the overshadowing stimulus was extinguished 
after overshadowing training. If CS duration (and thus
within-compound association) affects the outcome of 
posttraining extinction, a difference between the two 
groups should have resulted. Moreover, previous work 
by Urushihara and Miller (2007) and Urushihara et al.
(2004) strongly suggests that the associative status of the 
training context is important to the observation of the
present CS duration and overshadowing interactive ef-ff
fects. Therefore, we included a group for each CS dura-
tion for which the training context was extinguished after 
overshadowing training. The predictions in Table 2 are

training was conducted in the presence of an overshadow-
ing cue [F(1,66)FF 6.27], indicating a basic overshadow-
ing effect. A similar comparison between Groups Elem 25 
and OV 25 also revealed differences [F(1,66)  9.66]. 
Moreover, a comparison between Groups Elem 125 and 
OV 125 demonstrated that these groups responded dif-ff
ferently to the target CS [F(1,66)FF  38.56]. Critically, the 
ordinal relationship in the groups trained with a 25- or 
a 125-sec CS was opposite to that in the groups trained 
with a 5-sec CS. Thus, with short CSs, overshadowing was
observed, but with longer CSs, a counteraction between
CS duration and overshadowing occurred. A comparison 
between Groups Elem 5 and Elem 25 revealed a margin-
ally significant difference [F(1,66)FF  3.37, p .07], and a 
comparison between Groups Elem 5 and Elem 125 proved 
significant [F(1,66)FF  20.16]. This result reflects a de-
crease in suppression with longer elemental CSs—that is,
a CS duration effect. A comparison between Groups OV 5 
and OV 25 showed an increase in suppression when the
subjects were trained with a longer CS [F(1,66)FF  9.40]. 
A final comparison between Groups OV 5 and OV 125 
showed that the increase in suppression with longer CS
durations was also observed in the 125-sec condition 
[F(1,66)FF 17.84].

The results of Experiment 1 clearly demonstrate the 
basic overshadowing effect (in the 5-sec condition), a CS
duration effect (in the elemental condition), and also that 
long CS durations tend to counteract the overshadowing 
treatment. Specifically, when long cues were combined 
with the overshadowing treatment, suppression to the tar-
get CS was greater than with either deleterious treatment 
alone. These observations replicate the basic findings of 
Urushihara et al. (2004) and are in accord with the predic-
tions of the ECH (Denniston et al., 2001). The expected 
strong suppression to the target cue when long CS du-
ration and overshadowing treatments are combined was 
observed with CS durations of 25 and 125 sec. It seems 
likely that, with CSs even longer than 125 sec, suppres-
sion to the target stimulus in the OV condition would de-
crease because of poor CS–US contiguity. We conclude, 
therefore, that our longest CS (125 sec) was sufficiently 
long to produce the counteraction effect but not so long as
to produce poor CS–US contiguity.

TableTT 2
Design Summary of Experiment 2

Pred Biol
Group Conditioning Extinction Test Pred ECH Significance

NoExt 5 AX US (8) Short context (20 min) X cr cr
NoExt 125 AX US (8) Short context (20 min) X CR CR
ExtA C 5 AX  US (8) A  (200) in long context (8 h) X CR CR
ExtA C 125 AX  US (8) A  (200) in long context (8 h) X CR CR
ExtC 5 AX  US (8) Long context (8 h) X cr cr
ExtC 125 AX  US (8) Long context (8 h) X cr CR

Note—NoExt, no extinction treatment; ExtA C, extinction of A and the context; ExtC, extinction of 
the context; 5 and 125, 5- and 125-sec conditioned stimulus duration; A, overshadowing stimulus (tone);
X, target cue (clicks); US, unconditioned stimulus (footshock); Pred ECH, predictions of the extended 
comparator hypothesis (Denniston et al., 2001); Pred Biol Significance, predictions based on the principle 
of biological significance (Miller & Matute, 1996); CR, strong stimulus control; cr, weak stimulus control. 
Items in parentheses refer to the number of each trial type or the duration of context exposure.
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were those in Experiment 1. The apparatus and stimuli were identi-
cal to those used in Experiment 1.

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups (ns

12), counterbalanced for sex, on the basis of the duration of the CS
(5 or 125 sec) and whether they received mere handling (5 min of 
context exposure on extinction days [NoExt]), context extinction
(120 min of context exposure on extinction days [ExtC]), or extinc-
tion of both the overshadowing cue (A) and the context ([ExtA C]; 
see Table 2). Phase 1 and Phase 2 were conducted in one (training) 
context (V or R), and all other treatments were conducted in the re-
maining (test) context in a counterbalanced manner within groups.

Acclimation. On Day 1, animals were acclimated to the test con-
text as were those in Experiment 1.

Phase 1 (conditioning). Prior to Phase 1, the lick tubes were 
removed from the training chambers. On Days 2 and 3, during
daily 20-min sessions, all of the groups received four AX–US tri-
als on each day, which were terminated 4, 8, 12, and 18 min into
each session. The footshock occurred during the last 0.5 sec of the
cues. Cue duration was 5 or 125 sec. This matches the treatments of 
Groups OV 5 and OV 125 in Experiment 1.

Phase 2 (extinction treatment). The lick tubes were not present 
in the training chambers during Phase 2. On Days 4–7, the sub-
jects were treated in one of the three conditions to which they were
assigned orthogonal to Conditions 5 and 125. Subjects in Condi-
tion ExtC experienced daily 120-min sessions in the training con-
text with no nominal stimulus presentations. Subjects in Condition 
ExtA C experienced daily 120-min sessions in the training context 
and during each session received 50 nonreinforced presentations of 
the overshadowing stimulus (A) of the same duration as in train-
ing. Thus, these subjects experienced extinction of both A and the
context. It would have been preferable, in terms of theoretical analy-
sis, to have extinguished only A without the context, but presenta-
tions of A outside the context may have encouraged renewal effects 
(e.g., Lipatova, Wheeler, Vadillo, & Miller, 2006). The first trial for 
the 5-sec condition started 45 sec into the session, and the mean 
intertrial interval (from CS termination to CS onset) was 140 sec 
(range: 70–210 sec). The last CS terminated 45 sec before the end 
of the session. The first trial for the 125-sec condition started 34 sec 
into the session, and the mean intertrial interval was 18 sec (range: 
10–26 sec). The last CS terminated 34 sec before the end of the
session. The subjects in Condition NoExt experienced 5 min of ex-
posure to the training context on each day with no nominal stimulus 
presentations. These groups were intended to control for retention
interval and handling effects.

Reacclimation and TestingTT . On Days 8 and 9, the subjects were
each given daily 45-min sessions of exposure to the lick tubes in the
test context. On Day 10, lick suppression in response to the clicks
(X) was measured in the test context for all of the subjects using the
procedure described in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

The data for half of the subjects from each group in this
experiment were lost because of an experimenter error, and 
the data for an additional subject from Group ExtC 5 were
lost at test because of an equipment malfunction. Despite 
the loss of the data for half of the subjects from each group, 
the remaining animals remained counterbalanced in the 
same manner as stated previously. On the basis of the re-
maining subjects’ data (see Figure 2), greater suppression
was observed in Group NoExt 125 than in Group NoExt 5,
demonstrating strong behavioral control when overshad-
owing treatment was conducted with CSs of long duration. 
This finding replicates the central result of Experiment 1.

based on the ECH and are explained in detail in the Gen-
eral Discussion section.

There is one potential factor that may militate against 
our observing significant changes in responding to the
target after posttraining manipulations. Posttraining ex-
tinction of the context or the overshadowing cue in the
long-CS condition could result in a decrease in behav-
ioral control by the target stimulus (i.e., mediated extinc-
tion). The problem is that past research in our laboratory
has consistently shown that it is very difficult to decrease
conditioned responding to a stimulus that is biologically 
significant by indirect means that exclude presentations 
of the target (i.e., extinction) or devaluation of the US 
(e.g., Miller & Matute, 1996). A biologically significant
stimulus is one that controls behavior, either inherently
(e.g., a shock) or through associations with another bio-
logically significant stimulus. The reasons that it is hard 
to decrease responding to a biologically significant stimu-
lus through indirect manipulations are not very clear, but 
it has been speculated that animals adopt a conservative 
strategy regarding stimuli in their environment that are 
biologically relevant (Denniston, Miller, & Matute, 1996;
Miller & Matute, 1996). One of the most straightforward 
examples of the principle of biological significance is
backward blocking, which has not been demonstrated 
in nonhuman animals in conventional first-order condi-
tioning. However, it is not yet clear whether this lack of 
backward blocking observations results from the block-
ing cue’s already being at asymptotic levels or because
of biological significance. That is, it may be possible 
that backward blocking is not readily observed because, 
during the first phase, both cues reach asymptotic lev-
els, in which case, during the second phase, the blocking
cue would not have much associative strength to gain.
The present experiment presents an opportunity to test 
this alternative to the biological significance account, in
that, with our procedure, the posttraining manipulation 
involves nonreinforced trials rather than reinforced tri-
als. Therefore, if backward blocking is not observed in
first-order conditioning because of the ineffectiveness 
of further pairings to decrease responding, a decrease in 
responding should be readily observed here. However, if 
the difficulty in observing backward blocking in first-
order conditioning results from the principle of biologi-
cal significance (as described by Miller and colleagues), 
no decrease in responding to the target should be seen 
here either. In the present experiment, because the target 
CS X in the 125-sec CS condition will have gained ini-
tial control of behavior (i.e., biological significance) as a 
result of its being paired with the US in conjunction with 
its long duration, the principle of biological significance 
predicts that extinction of the overshadowing cue should 
not result in a decrease in responding.

Method
Subjects

The subjects were 36 female (162–233 g) and 36 male (181–
318 g) Sprague Dawley, experimentally naive, young adult rats (N((
72) bred in our colony. The animals were housed and maintained as
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Planned comparisons using the overall error term of 
the latter ANOVA were conducted to assess the source
of the interaction. A comparison between the groups in
Condition NoExt revealed less responding to the target CS
in Group NoExt 5 than in Group NoExt 125 [F(1,29)FF
18.39], consistent with the findings of Experiment 1. 
A comparison between Groups NoExt 5 and ExtA C 5 
showed a robust recovery from the overshadowing effect 
(i.e., retrospective revaluation) [F(1,29)FF 14.76]. A com-
parison between Groups NoExt 125 and ExtA C 125 
showed no significant effect of the posttraining manipu-
lation [F(1,29)FF 0.26, p  .61], possibly because the 
long target CS already exerted strong behavioral control
before the extinction treatments (i.e., was biologically
significant), and posttraining extinction of a companion
stimulus in this situation is rarely effective in reducing
behavioral control (Miller & Matute, 1996). This lack of 
significant reduction in conditioned suppression was not
due merely to a lack of statistical power, since we would 
need 45 subjects in each group in order to demonstrate
a reliable difference (the aforementioned power analysis 
was conducted using G*Power 3). A comparison between
Groups NoExt 125 and ExtC 125 also failed to reveal a
significant effect of extinguishing the context; Figure 2
makes it clear that this was not due to insufficient sta-
tistical power. That is, overshadowing of X by A did not
emerge after context extinction [F(1,29)FF 2.41, p .13].
This observation is also consistent with the principle of 
biological significance (Miller & Matute, 1996). In sum-
mary, in the 125-sec condition, neither extinction of the
training context nor extinction of both A and the context 
appreciably influenced conditioned suppression to the tar-
get cue, perhaps because of the principle of biological sig-
nificance. However, in the 5-sec condition, a retrospective
revaluation effect (i.e., recovery from overshadowing) was
observed after extinction of the overshadowing cue.

The results of this experiment demonstrate that the ret-
rospective revaluation effect cannot be readily reversed 
by manipulations in which the target CS is not presented 
when the reversal would be manifested as a decrease in
behavioral control by the target. This result is consistent
with data from prior experiments conducted in our labora-
tory (e.g., Denniston et al., 1996; Miller & Matute, 1996;
Oberling, Bristol, Matute, & Miller, 2000) suggesting 
that, when a stimulus has inherent or acquired biological
significance, it is difficult to reduce responding to that 
stimulus through posttraining manipulation of a com-
parator stimulus. This principle of biological significance
seems also to apply to the present experiment and appar-
ently prevented us from testing the effect of CS duration 
on the outcome of posttraining extinction.

EXPERIRR MENT 3

Embedding these treatments within what is conven-
tionally the first phase of a sensory preconditioning pro-
cedure is one way to examine the effect of posttraining 
extinction without the target CS having a potential to
control behavior at the time of the extinction treatment.

Extinction of both A and the context appeared to enhance
suppression to X in Group ExtA C 5, which is consis-
tent with prior reports of attenuated overshadowing as a 
result of posttraining extinction of the overshadowing cue 
(e.g., Kaufman & Bolles, 1981; Matzel et al., 1985; Matzel
et al., 1987). Consistent with the notion that stimuli with
acquired biological significance are resistant to posttrain-
ing manipulation of its associates, Group ExtA C 125
exhibited strong conditioned suppression. Extinction of 
the context alone had no effect in the short (5-sec) CS con-
dition. Suppression did not appear significantly different 
in Groups ExtA C 125 and ExtC 125 relative to Group
NoExt 125. This is also consistent with prior reports of 
difficulty in reducing behavioral control to a biologically 
significant CS through means other than presenting the
CS or devaluing the US (e.g., Miller & Matute, 1996). The 
following statistics confirmed these impressions.

A 2  3 ANOVA with CS duration (5 vs. 125 sec) and 
extinction (NoExt vs. ExtA C vs. ExtC) as main factors
conducted on pre-CS log latencies did not yield any main
effects or interactions (all ps  .25). This indicates that
there were no appreciable differences among groups in 
fear evoked by the test context. A similar ANOVA was
conducted on the log-transformed latencies to resume 
drinking in the presence of the target CS. This analysis re-
vealed a main effect of extinction [F(2,29)FF 6.17, MSeSS
.097], a main effect of CS duration [F(1,29)FF 15.98, 
MSeSS  .097], and an interaction between the two factors
[F(2,29)FF 4.91, MSeSS .097, Cohen’s f 0.47].
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Figure 2. Results of Experiment 2. Mean log latencies to com-
plete the first 5 cumulative seconds of drinking in the presence
of the target cue (X). All subjects were trained with the AX comX -
pound. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. See
the text for details. A, the overshadowing cue; NoExt, no extinc-
tion treatment; ExtA C, extinction of both the overshadowing
cue and the context; ExtC, extinction of the context.
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Acclimation. The 45-min acclimation session on Day 1 was iden-
tical to those of the previous experiments.

Phase 1 (conditioning). Prior to Phase 1, the lick tubes were 
removed from the training chambers. On Days 2 and 3, during daily
20-min sessions, the subjects in Condition Elem received four X–S
trials on each day, which were terminated 5, 10, 14, and 18 min into
each session. Subjects in Condition OV experienced four AX–S tri-
als on each day, occurring at the same times as in Condition Elem. 
In both conditions, the surrogate outcome (S) was presented im-
mediately upon termination of the CS for 5 sec. Cue duration was
5, 25, or 125 sec.

Phase 2 (surrogate training). The lick tubes were not present in 
the test context during Phase 2. On Day 4, all of the subjects received 
four S–US pairings in one 60-min session, which occurred at 12, 22, 
36, and 48 min into the session. The US was presented in the last 
0.5 sec of the presentation of S.

Reacclimation and TestingTT . On Days 5 and 6, the subjects were
each given a daily 45-min session of exposure to the lick tubes in 
the test context. On Day 7, lick suppression in response to the clicks
(X) was measured in the test context using the same procedure as in 
the previous experiments.

Results and Discussion

Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 1, but with a sensory
preconditioning procedure. Greater conditioned suppres-
sion was observed in Group Elem 5 than in Group OV 5,
thereby demonstrating the basic overshadowing effect (see
Figure 3). In the 25-sec CS condition, this relationship was 
reversed between Groups Elem and OV; that is, there was
greater suppression in Group OV 25 than in Group Elem 
25. This tendency was larger in the 125-sec condition, 
with greater suppression in Group OV 125 than in Group 
Elem 125. In other words, as subjects in Condition Elem

In a sensory preconditioning procedure (Brogden, 1939),
the target cue (and the overshadowing cue in the case of 
compound conditioning) is paired during training with an 
innocuous surrogate outcome (S), and, in a subsequent 
phase, S is paired with a biologically significant US, 
such as a footshock (S–US). This procedure allows post-
training manipulations to be conducted before the target 
(X) has acquired biological significance (i.e., comes to 
control behavior) and hence before X becomes immune 
to these posttraining manipulations. Therefore, Experi-
ment 3 was designed to replicate Experiment 1 but with
the critical treatment (conditioning) embedded within a 
sensory preconditioning preparation. It was necessary to 
replicate the findings of Experiment 1 to ascertain that
the basic effects of overshadowing and CS duration, as 
well as their interaction, could still be observed in this 
sensory preconditioning preparation. Moreover, a repli-
cation in sensory preconditioning would add generality 
to these findings. We used a design and parameters simi-
lar to those used in Experiment 1. A 5-sec white noise
served as the surrogate US (S) during the initial phase 
of sensory preconditioning. The white noise was then 
paired with a shock in the second phase of the study (see 
Table 3).

Method
Subjects

The subjects were 36 female (170–248 g) and 36 male (238–
327 g) Sprague Dawley, experimentally naive, young adult rats (N((
72) bred in our colony. The animals were housed and maintained as
were those in Experiments 1 and 2. The apparatus and stimuli were
identical to those used in the prior experiments, except for the addi-
tion of the white noise, 8 dB (C) above background, which served 
as S, the outcome.

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups (ns

12), counterbalanced for sex, on the basis of the duration of the CS
(5, 25, or 125 sec) and of whether they received training with one cue
(Elem) or two cues (OV) during training. Phase 1 was conducted in
one (training) context (V or R), and all other treatments were con-
ducted in the remaining (test) context in a counterbalanced manner 
within groups.

TableTT 3
Design Summary of Experiment 3

Surrogate
Group Conditioning Training Test Pred ECH

Elem 5 X  S (8) S  US (4) X CR
Elem 25 X  S (8) S  US (4) X Cr
Elem 125 X  S (8) S US (4) X cr
OV 5 AX  S (8) S US (4) X cr
OV 25 AX S (8) S  US (4) X Cr
OV 125 AX S (8) S  US (4) X CR

Note—Elem, elemental acquisition control; OV, overshadowing treat-
ment; 5, 25, and 125, 5-, 25-, and 125-sec conditioned stimulus duration; 
A, overshadowing stimulus (tone); X, target cue (clicks); S, surrogate
outcome (white noise); US, unconditioned stimulus (footshock). Pred 
ECH, predictions of the extended comparator hypothesis (Denniston
et al., 2001); CR, strong stimulus control; Cr, intermediate stimulus 
control; cr, weak stimulus control. Numbers in parentheses refer to the
number of each trial type that was performed.
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3. Results of Experiment 3. Mean log latencies to com-
plete the first 5 cumulative seconds of drinking in the presence 
of the target cue. Error bars represent one standard error of the 
mean. See the text for details. CS, conditioned stimulus; Elem, 
elemental condition; OV, overshadowing condition.
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EXPERIRR MENT 4

Experiment 4 was designed to test the same issues
as in Experiment 2, but with a sensory preconditioning
preparation. It was necessary to test the manipulations of 
Experiment 2 using a sensory preconditioning procedure 
in order to prevent the biological significance acquired 
by CS X in Phase 1 of Experiment 1 from obstructing 
changes in the response potential of the target cue during 
extinction treatment. By doing so, we expected to be able 
to properly assess the associative consequences of the dif-ff
ferent posttraining extinction treatments. We also wanted 
to determine whether the absence of mediated extinction 
observed in Experiment 2 was (in part) due to biological 
significance. The predictions, found in Table 4, are based 
on the ECH and will be explained in detail in the General 
Discussion section.

Method
Subjects

The subjects were 36 female (149–227 g) and 36 male (220–
315 g) Sprague Dawley, experimentally naive, young adult rats (N((
72) bred in our colony. The animals were housed and maintained as
were those in the prior experiments. The apparatus and stimuli were
identical to those used in Experiment 3.

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups (ns

12), counterbalanced for sex, on the basis of the duration of the CS
(5 or 125 sec) and of whether they received handling (5 min of context
exposure on extinction days [NoExt]), context extinction (120 min of 
context exposure on extinction days [ExtC]), or extinction of both the
overshadowing cue (A) and the context ([ExtA C] see Table 4).

Acclimation. The 45-min acclimation session on Day 1 was iden-
tical to those of the prior experiments.

Phase 1 (conditioning). Prior to Phase 1, the lick tubes were 
removed from the training chambers. On Days 2 and 3, during daily 
20-min sessions, all of the groups received four AX–S trials on each 
day, which were terminated 5, 10, 14, and 18 min into each session. 
The surrogate outcome occurred immediately upon termination of 
the CS and lasted for 5 sec. Cue duration was 5 or 125 sec. This treat-
ment matches those of Groups OV 5 and OV 125 in Experiment 3.

Phase 2 (extinction treatment). On Days 4–7, the subjects re-
ceived extinction of the training context (ExtC), of both A and the
context (ExtA C), or no extinction (NoExt), exactly as in Phase 2
in Experiment 2.

were exposed to longer CS durations, suppression dimin-
ished, and the reverse was found in Condition OV. These 
observations were supported by the following analyses.

A 2  3 ANOVA with training (Elem vs. OV) and CS 
duration (5 vs. 25 vs. 125 sec) as main factors conducted 
on pre-CS log latencies did not yield any main effects or 
interactions (all ps  .31). This means that there were
no appreciable differences among groups in fear evoked 
by the testing context. Three rats (one each from Groups 
Elem 5, Elem 25, and OV 125) took longer than 60 sec to
complete their first 5 sec of licking and were thus excluded 
from all of the analyses. A similar ANOVA was conducted 
on the log-transformed latencies to resume drinking in the 
presence of the target CS. This analysis revealed a main
effect of CS duration [F(2,63)FF  4.16, MSeSS .25] and 
an interaction between the two factors [F(2,63)FF 20.92, 
MSeSS .28, Cohen’s f  0.76].

Planned comparisons using the overall error term of 
the latter ANOVA were conducted to assess the source
of the interaction. A comparison between Groups Elem 5 
and OV 5 revealed less suppression to the target CS when
training was conducted in the presence of an overshad-
owing cue [F(1,63)  18.01], thereby documenting 
overshadowing with 5-sec CSs. However, a comparison 
between Groups Elem 125 and OV 125 found greater sup-
pression to X in Condition OV [F(1,63)FF 22.66]. Com-
parisons between groups trained with a single element re-
vealed a difference between Groups Elem 5 and Elem 125 
[F(1,63)FF 24.53]. This reflects a decrease in responding 
with longer CSs, which is consistent with longer CSs’ ac-
cruing less behavioral control (i.e., the CS duration ef-ff
fect). Of note, the ordinal relationship between the groups 
trained with a 25- or 125-sec CS was opposite to that in
groups trained with a 5-sec CS. Thus, with a short CS,
overshadowing was observed, but, with longer CSs, the 
CS duration and overshadowing effects appear to have
canceled each other out.

This experiment replicated the findings of Experi-
ment 1, but with a sensory preconditioning procedure; 
that is, we observed a decrease in suppression with longer 
CSs when elemental training was administered and an in-
crease in suppression with longer CSs when compound 
(overshadowing) training was administered.

TableTT 4
Design Summary of Experiment 4

Surrogate
Group Conditioning Extinction Training Test Pred ECH

NoExt 5 AX  S (8) Short context (20 min) S  US (4) X cr
NoExt 125 AX S (8) Short context (20 min) S  US (4) X CR
ExtA C 5 AX S (8) A (200) in long context (8 h) S  US (4) X CR
ExtA C 125 AX S (8) A (200) in long context (8 h) S  US (4) X CR
ExtC 5 AX S (8) Long context (8 h) S US (4) X cr
ExtC 125 AX  S (8) Long context (8 h) S US (4) X cr

Note—NoExt, no extinction treatment; ExtA C, extinction of A and the context; ExtC, extinction of 
the context; 5 and 125, 5- and 125-sec conditioned stimulus duration; A, overshadowing stimulus (tone);
X, target cue (clicks); S, surrogate outcome (white noise); US, unconditioned stimulus (footshock). Pred 
ECH, predictions of the extended comparator hypothesis (Denniston et al., 2001); CR, strong stimulus
control; cr, weak stimulus control. Items in parentheses refer to the number of each trial type or duration 
of context exposure.
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in fear evoked by the testing context. A similar ANOVA
was conducted on the log-transformed latencies to resume 
drinking in the presence of the target CS. This analysis 
revealed a main effect of CS duration [F(1,65)FF 5.25,
MSeSS .09] and an interaction between the two factors 
[F(2,65)FF  61.46, MSeSS  .09, Cohen’s f 1.31].

Planned comparisons using the overall error term of 
the latter ANOVA were conducted to identify the source 
of the interaction. A comparison between the groups in
Condition NoExt revealed more responding to the target
CS in Group NoExt 125 [F(1,65)FF  38.46]. This finding
replicates the effects observed in the prior experiments.
A comparison between Groups NoExt 5 and ExtA C 5
showed the recovery from overshadowing effect (i.e., ret-
rospective revaluation) [F(1,65)FF 59.85]. A comparison 
between Groups NoExt 125 and ExtA C 125 showed de-
creased suppression to the target stimulus because of post-
training extinction of both A and the context [F(1,65)FF
38.51]. That is, as opposed to the outcome of posttrain-
ing extinction seen with short cues (i.e., retrospective re-
valuation), with long cues, we see the opposite outcome, 
which is a decrease in behavioral control by the target 
(i.e., mediated extinction). Additionally, a comparison be-
tween Groups NoExt 125 and ExtC 125 failed to show a
significant effect of posttraining extinction of the context
[F(1,65)FF  0.41, p .52].

In this experiment, we observed that the combination of 
long CS duration with an overshadowing treatment results
in neither detrimental effect being exhibited at test, thus 
replicating prior experiments in the series. Importantly, 
conjoint extinction of the overshadowing cue and the con-
text had opposite effects on responding to the target (X),
depending on the duration of the cues. When cues were
of short duration, extinction of the overshadowing cue re-
sulted in recovery from overshadowing (i.e., retrospective 
revaluation), as has previously been observed (e.g., Matzel
et al., 1985). However, when the cues were of long duration 
(125 sec), not only did we not see an overshadowing ef-ff
fect in Condition NoExt, but we also saw a decrease in re-
sponding to the target (X) after extinction of both the over-
shadowing cue and the context (i.e., mediated extinction; 
e.g., Holland, 1990). Posttraining extinction of the training
context alone had no appreciable effect on responding to
the target, regardless of the duration of the cues. Obviously,
one could argue that our treatment was not adequate to
induce appreciable context extinction, but we have used 
these parameters in the past with some success (e.g., Wit-
nauer & Miller, 2007). We discuss the implications of these
data in the General Discussion section. Lastly, the fact that
extinction of the context alone had no effect on respond-
ing to X strongly suggests that the observed decrease in 
responding to X observed when A and the context were 
conjointly extinguished was due to the extinction of A (i.e.,
mediated extinction) and not to that of the context.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The main objective of the present series of experiments 
was to identify a source of the discrepant findings ob-

Phase 3 (surrogate training). On Day 8, all of the subjects re-
ceived four S–US pairings in the test context, which occurred in the 
same manner as in Phase 2 of Experiment 3.

Reacclimation and TestTT . On Days 9 and 10, the subjects were
each given daily 45-min sessions of exposure to the lick tubes in the
test context. On Day 11, lick suppression in response to the clicks 
(X) was measured in the test context using the same procedure as in
the prior experiments.

Results and Discussion

Because of an equipment malfunction, the data of 1 sub-
ject (in Group ExtC 125) were lost. Greater conditioned 
suppression was observed in Group NoExt 125 than in
Group NoExt 5, demonstrating a reversal of the over-
shadowing effect with long CS durations (see Figure 4). 
After extinction of both the overshadowing stimulus and 
the context (Condition ExtA C), this relationship was re-
versed. That is, we observed retrospective revaluation with
5-sec cues and mediated extinction with 125-sec cues, so 
we identified one variable that determines whether cue 
competition is observed or not, and this in turn determines 
the outcome of the posttraining extinction treatment. In 
contrast, extinction of the context alone had no effect on 
suppression to X relative to Condition NoExt, regardless 
of the duration of the CS. These conclusions are supported 
by the following analyses.

A 2  3 ANOVA with CS duration (5 vs. 125 sec) and 
extinction (NoExt vs. ExtA C vs. ExtC) as main fac-
tors conducted on pre-CS log latencies did not yield any
main effects or interactions (all ps .50). This means
that there were no appreciable differences among groups 
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Figure 4. Results of Experiment 4. Mean log latencies to com-
plete the first 5 cumulative seconds of drinking in the presence 
of the target cue (X). All subjects were trained with the AX comX -
pound. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. See
the text for details. A, the overshadowing cue; NoExt, no extinc-
tion treatment; ExtA C, extinction of both the overshadowing 
cue and the context; ExtC, extinction of the context.
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ECH (Denniston et al., 2001) and by prior work by 
Urushihara et al. (2004). In the ECH, it is assumed that
associations are formed among all stimuli (including out-
comes) that are present during training. There are three
primary associations (see Figure 5): the conventional
target-stimulus–outcome association (Link 1), the target-
stimulus–comparator-stimulus association (Link 2), and 
the comparator-stimulus–outcome association (Link 3).
A comparator stimulus is any stimulus present during 
training other than the target cue or outcome. At test, a
comparator process determines the level of conditioned 
responding that will be observed. Conditioned responding
increases with the strength of US representation directly 
activated by the target–US association (Link 1) and de-
creases with the US representation indirectly activated by
the target–comparator association and the comparator–
US association (i.e., the product of Links 2 and 3). Addi-
tionally, each link is assumed to have its own comparator 
process. Importantly, the ECH allows all stimuli present 
during training to also serve as comparator stimuli for 
each other and consequently compete for potential to in-
teract with the target.

The following elaborates on how the predictions were 
generated for Experiments 1 and 3: In the ECH, it is as-
sumed that longer cues have a stronger association with 
the context, which consequently becomes a comparator 
stimulus for the target after elemental training, as well as 
for the overshadowing stimulus after compound condi-
tioning. Consequently, after compound training with long 
CSs, the target has two comparators—the overshadowing 
cue and the training context—and these are also compara-
tors for each other. At test, these two comparator stimuli 
should compete with each other in their roles as compara-
tor stimuli; thus, the ECH anticipates no decrement in be-
havioral control. This effect is known as a counteraction 
effect (see Wheeler & Miller, 2008, for a discussion of the t
boundaries for observing counteractions). Specifically,
the context should come to serve as a comparator stimulus 
for the overshadowing stimulus. This should decrease the 
effectiveness of the overshadowing stimulus in serving as
a comparator stimulus for the target. Similarly, the over-
shadowing stimulus should come to serve as a comparator 
stimulus for the context. This in turn should decrease the 
effectiveness of the context in serving as a comparator 
stimulus for the target. Consequently, both the overshad-
owing stimulus and the context come to serve as both the
first- and second-order comparator stimuli for the target. 
Second-order stimuli modulate the efficacy of first-order 
stimuli, which in turn modulate responding to the target 
cue. It is this mechanism that allows the ECH to predict
both retrospective revaluation and mediated extinction 
after posttraining extinction. In the case of short-duration 
CSs, compound cues should result in simple overshadow-
ing (provided that the trials are widely spaced, so that the
context does not become a second effective comparator 
stimulus). In contrast, with long-duration compound CSs, 
the context and the overshadowing cue are predicted to 
down-modulate each other in the same way that a single, 
strong comparator down-modulates responding to a target 
cue. The context and the overshadowing cue will then ef-ff

tained when the more salient cue is extinguished after 
overshadowing training. We addressed this problem by 
first examining the interaction of the overshadowing treat-
ment and long CS duration with the intent of illuminating 
sources of previous discrepant reports concerning post-
training extinction of an overshadowing cue. Prior reports 
in the literature have often shown increases in responding 
to the overshadowed target after extinguishing the over-
shadowing cue (retrospective revaluation; e.g., Kaufman
& Bolles, 1981; Matzel et al., 1985; Matzel et al., 1987),
but some studies have shown the opposite (mediated ex-
tinction; e.g., Schachtman et al., 1992; Shevill & Hall, 
2004, Experiment 1C), and other studies have shown
no effect (Holland, 1999; Revusky, Parker, & Coombes,
1977). In Experiment 1, we found that, with elemental
training, conditioned suppression to the target stimulus
decreased as the duration of the CS increased and that,
with compound cue training, the opposite pattern of re-
sponding was observed. That is, conditioned suppression
to the target stimulus increased as the duration of the
CS increased. In Experiment 2, we sought to document
both retrospective revaluation (Group ExtA C 5) and 
mediated extinction (Group ExtA C 125) effects after 
overshadowing training. Seemingly, acquired biological 
significance interfered with the ability to observe medi-
ated extinction, but a significant retrospective revaluation 
effect was found after training with 5-sec cues and ex-
tinguishing the overshadowing stimulus. To circumvent 
the CS’s being biologically significant during extinction 
treatment, we turned to a sensory preconditioning prepa-
ration. The findings of Experiment 3 replicated and ex-
tended the generality of those of Experiment 1 using a 
sensory preconditioning preparation. This replication as-
sured us that our parameters were appropriate to produce
both overshadowing and the CS duration effect, as well 
as their counteraction, using a sensory preconditioning 
preparation, thereby allowing us to proceed to Experi-
ment 4. Experiment 4 documented both retrospective re-
valuation (Group ExtA C 5) and mediated extinction
(Group ExtA C 125) within a single experiment using a 
sensory preconditioning preparation. With short CSs, ret-
rospective revaluation was observed (Group ExtA C 5
relative to Group NoExt 5), whereas, with long CSs, me-
diated extinction occurred (Group ExtA C 125 relative
to Group NoExt 125). This suggests that the strength of 
the within-compound associations (assuming a mono-
tonic relationship between the amount of exposure of the 
two cues and the strength of the within-compound as-
sociation) between punctate cues is one critical factor in
determining whether cue competition will be observed.
Moreover, under circumstances that result in robust cue 
competition (i.e., with short cues), retrospective revalu-
ation was observed after posttraining extinction of the 
overshadowing CS and the context. In contrast, with lon-
ger CSs, cue competition was not observed, and mediated 
extinction was observed after extinction of A (and of the
context, although the context alone did not exert any sig-
nificant effect).

As we mentioned in the introduction, the experiments 
in this series were inspired by predictions made by the 
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Figure 5. Diagram of the ECH with the overshadowing cue (A) as the first-order comparator stimulus and con-
text (Ctx) as the second-order comparator stimulus. Rectangles indicate test stimulus and response; ovals indicate 
mental representations; diamonds indicate comparator mechanism. CS, conditioned stimulus; US, unconditioned 
stimulus; X, the target cue.

duration should release the overshadowing stimulus to be-
come the only effective first-order comparator stimulus,
thus resulting in mediated extinction (i.e., a decrease in
behavioral control by the target).

The results of our experiments with long-duration CSs
may seem to contradict earlier reports of cue competi-
tion effects with CSs of long duration (e.g., Mackintosh,
1976); it is important to note, however, that the ECH pre-
diction relies on the associative status of the context. In
our 125-sec conditions, we administered four reinforced 
trials in a 20-min session, whereas Mackintosh (1976) ad-
ministered two reinforced trials in a 60-min session. If 
we use a rough measure of the relationship between CS
exposure (T) and context exposure (C; Gibbon & Balsam, 
1981) our C/T was 2.4 and Mackintosh’s (1976) was 15.
This likely accounts for the discrepant findings. In terms
of the ECH, with a small C/T, there is little exposure to the
context alone. Consequently, the context competes with
the target cue for behavioral control when the target is
trained alone. However, with a small C/T, in the instance
of overshadowing treatment’s being conducted with CSs
of a long duration, the overshadowing cue and the con-
text compete with the target for behavioral control (this 
is the mechanism that generates so-called counteraction
effects). On the other hand, with a large C/T (e.g., Mack-
intosh, 1976), the ECH would not predict that the context
would become a viable comparator because of the great 
amount of exposure to the context alone.

fectively cancel each other out, so that they do not com-
pete with retrieval of the target CS–US association at the
time of testing. Thus, the ECH predicts that treatments
such as CS duration and overshadowing should counteract
each other.

The following elaborates on how predictions were 
made for Experiments 2 and 4: The ECH suggests that
posttraining extinction of either of the target’s comparator 
stimuli (in this case, the context and the overshadowing
stimulus) should result in retrospective revaluation when 
cue competition is observed after training (i.e., with 5-sec
CSs) and mediated extinction when cue competition is
not observed after training (i.e., with 125-sec CSs). Spe-
cifically, with short cues, extinction of the overshadowing 
stimulus should result in a recovery from overshadowing 
(i.e., retrospective revaluation; e.g., Kaufman & Bolles, 
1981; Matzel et al., 1985). Extinguishing the overshadow-
ing stimulus in a group trained with a compound cue of 
long duration necessitated long exposure to the context (in
order to accommodate the long duration of the stimuli),
which one might expect would extinguish both the over-
shadowing cue and the context, thereby leaving the target 
stimulus with no effective comparator stimuli and thus 
with strong behavioral control. With short cues, extinc-
tion of the context should have little if any effect on over-
shadowing, because there should not have been a strong 
target–context association. But extinguishing the training 
context in a group that received a compound cue of long
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of the cues may have resulted in some configural learning
of the compound.

As mentioned in the introduction, there have been a
number of discrepant findings regarding the effect of post-
training extinction of the companion (nontarget) cue after 
reinforced compound cue training. The source of these 
discrepant findings has been unclear (but see Dwyer, 
1999), and these inconsistencies have lead to theoretical 
disagreements. There are theories that anticipate mediated 
extinction (e.g., Holland, 1990), retrospective revaluation 
(e.g., Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Miller & Matzel, 1988;
Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994), no change (e.g., Res-
corla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981), and all three as 
a function of parameters (Denniston et al., 2001). In the 
present experiments, we observed both mediated extinc-
tion and retrospective revaluation (Experiment 4), and we 
were able to isolate one critical determinant of these two 
opposing outcomes, that being the strength of the within-
compound association between the target and its compan-
ion stimulus, but not unambiguously so, because varying 
the CS duration likely also altered associations with the
context.

Perhaps another reason for these discrepant findings 
lies in the use of procedures that result in the target cue’s
acquiring different degrees of biological significance dur-
ing compound training. Prior studies from our laboratory 
have consistently demonstrated that cues that have inher-
ent or acquired significance are relatively immune to in-
direct manipulations of their companion cue that might be
expected to decrease behavioral control (Denniston et al., 
1996; Miller & Matute, 1996; Oberling et al., 2000). The 
behavior of Group ExtC 125 in Experiment 2 was con-
sistent with this view. In that experiment, we observed 
an increase in behavioral control by the 5-sec overshad-
owed (target) cue after extinction of the overshadowing 
cue, whereas no change was observed when the cues were
125 sec in duration, and a decrease in behavioral control 
was expected according to the ECH. Experiment 4, which 
was embedded within a sensory preconditioning prepara-
tion, circumvented the limits of acquired biological sig-
nificance and allowed for the observation of both retro-
spective revaluation and mediated extinction.

Yet another variable, perhaps related to the above-
mentioned biological significance, which could influence 
the observed opposing outcomes, is the motivational sys-
tem engaged in the different preparations used to investi-
gate compound cue training and subsequent posttraining 
manipulations (Dwyer, 1999). In Pavlovian fear condi-
tioning in laboratory settings, subjects usually experience 
auditory stimuli that are presented contiguously with a
brief footshock. Under these circumstances, learning pro-
ceeds rapidly and achieves asymptotic levels with few tri-
als. In appetitive conditioning, the interval between cue
termination and US consumption is not under full control
of the researcher; rather, it is dependent on the subject’s
behavior. Moreover, the loci and timing of the reinforcing
properties of the US are not as discrete as they are in fear 
conditioning. Perhaps different Pavlovian preparations re-

Our findings may also seem inconsistent with previous
reports that the duration of the overshadowing CS does
not influence the degree of overshadowing regardless of 
whether the overshadowing CS is shorter, longer, or of the
same duration as the target CS (e.g., Jennings, Bonardi, & 
Kirkpatrick, 2007). However, it should be noted that Jen-
nings et al. used an appetitive preparation with a US that 
was far less temporally localized. Moreover, their design
was different from ours, in that they varied the overshad-
owing stimulus duration but not the overshadowed stimu-
lus. These differences may well account for the divergent 
results.

The ordinal predictions made by the ECH closely 
match the actual data for all groups in Experiments 1 
and 3. Most of the groups in Experiments 2 and 4 also
conformed to the predictions of the ECH. However, the
behavior of Group ExtC 125 in Experiment 2 is better 
accounted for by the principle of biological significance. 
The performances of Groups ExtA C 125 and ExtC 
125 in Experiment 4 are also contrary to expectations
based on the ECH, but, in these cases, the principle of 
biological significance fails to provide an alternative ex-
planation, because we conducted our procedure using a 
sensory preconditioning preparation. This failure of con-
text extinction to influence responding to the target after 
compound conditioning with long cues may be due to 
configuring as a result of extended copresentation of the
two cues (Kehoe & Graham, 1988). That is, the long CS
duration may have resulted in a configured cue that was
perceptually different from the sum of the two elemental
cues. Moreover, one might expect this configured cue
to have a higher associability than either A or X alone. 
High responding to X would then reflect generalization 
from the configured cue. In a similar vein, the ineffec-
tiveness of context extinction may have been due to a
strong within-compound association between the two
cues that is relatively independent of the associative sta-
tus of the context (Westbrook et al., 1983). That is, the
long duration of the CS compound and simultaneity of 
their presentations may have fostered a strong association 
between the two cues but not encouraged the formation of 
associations with the context (Rescorla, 1981). Whatever 
the mechanism underlying the decrease in suppression
to X in Group ExtA C 125 and the lack of decrease in 
suppression in Group ExtC 125 in Experiment 4, the data
are contrary to the predictions of the ECH. Apparently, 
the linearity of retrospective revaluation and mediated 
extinction with respect to the X–A and X–context asso-
ciations breaks down as these within-compound associa-
tions become very strong.

Recent data published by Liljeholm and Balleine (2008)
also suggest that retrospective revaluation and mediated 
extinction are influenced by configural versus elemental
processing. With humans, they found mediated extinction
when learning conditions favored configural processing
and retrospective revaluation when learning conditions
favored elemental processing. This view is concordant
with our previous statement that the long copresentation
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sult in different levels of acquired biological significance 
because of differences in CS–US contiguity and the dis-
creteness of the unconditioned effects of the reinforcer.
This in turn could determine the effect of posttraining ma-
nipulations, just as first-order conditioning and sensory 
preconditioning procedures here led to different results in 
Experiments 2 and 4. Although we do not know whether 
the results observed here would be seen with an appetitive
preparation, the present set of studies conducted with a
fear conditioning preparation identified one variable (CS 
duration) that determines which of these two outcomes
is to be observed. Importantly, we were able to obtain
both retrospective revaluation and mediated extinction 
in a single experiment. Notably, Liljeholm and Balleine 
(2006) identified stimulus salience as a factor that influ-
ences the observation of retrospective revaluation after 
posttraining extinction of a stimulus trained in compound. 
After overshadowing training, either the more or the less
salient stimulus was extinguished, and then the subjects
were tested on the other stimulus. When the more salient
stimulus was extinguished, they observed retrospective
revaluation, but when the less salient stimulus was extin-
guished, they saw no effect. Importantly, Liljeholm and 
Balleine’s (2006) preparation was appetitively motivated,
which suggests that, under some conditions, retrospec-
tive revaluation effects are readily observed in appetitive 
preparations.

In summary, the present series of experiments docu-
mented and extended Urushihara et al.’s (2004) findings 
of counteraction between overshadowing and CS dura-
tion. Specifically, we saw overshadowing with short CSs 
and no overshadowing with long CSs. More important,
the duration of the compound determined the outcome of 
posttraining extinction of the overshadowing cue. With 
short cues, we saw retrospective revaluation, and, with 
long cues, we saw mediated extinction.
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